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Mishna: 
 The Mishna lists the minimum amount/volume of certain items necessary to be liable for Hotza’h. 

(Wood, the amount to cook an egg; spices; enough to season an egg; nut shells, pomegranate peels, 
enough to dye a small cloth, etc.) 

Gemara: 
 The Gemara asks why we need to list the volume for wood when we already know it from the case of a 

reed? The Gemara answers that we might have thought by wood, the volume could be even less, but 
that’s not the case. 

 Our Mishna states that spices can combine with each other to reach the necessary volume but we see 
elsewhere that spices only combine in certain circumstances. The Gemara answers that those are the 
circumstances of our Mishna (that the spices are working together the flavor the item). 

 There is a distinction between the minimum volume of herbs necessary to be liable when dry versus when 
seeped. 

 The Mishna’s reference to urine, refers to 40-day old urine (used as a cleaning agent); natron, refers to 
Alexandrian natron; boris refers to aloe; kimolia refers to shelof dutz; ashlag refers to something found in 
the holes of pearls. 

Mishna: 
 The next Mishna lists more of the minimum amount/volume of certain items necessary to be liable for 

Hotza’h. (Pepper and tar and metal any amount; any amount from the Mizbaich and seforim or their 
coverings and items for use in idol worship. 

Gemara: 
 The Gemara explains pepper in any amount can be used for bad breath and tar in any amount can be 

used to treat migraines. Similarly, bad smelling and good smelling items, purple dye and a single rose 
petal one is liable for any amount; and metal in any amount because it can be used for the tip of an ox-
goad. 

 Having mentioned metal, the Gemara lists the amounts of certain items necessary to give to Hekdesh 
based on a general vow to give that item. 

 The Mishna stated that rotting (Mekak) scrolls or their covers one is liable for any amount because even 
tiny amounts were put into Shaimos and explains that Mekak is the name of the worm that destroys 
scrolls and is one of several types of worms that are dangerous to swallow.  

Mishna: 
 The final Mishna lists more of the minimum amount/volume of certain items necessary to be liable for 

Hotza’h. (a spice box containing many spices only obligates a single Karbon; garden seeds a little less than 
a dried fig (even 5 seeds according to R’ Yehuda ben Besairah); 2 cucumber or gourd seeds; a single live 
locust of any size and a dead one the size of a dried fig; Tziporah Karamim used for healing any size alive 
or dead; and according to R’ Yehuda a live non-kosher locust of any size because it is used as a toy. 

Gemara: 
 The Gemara explains that there is a distinction between seeds that have been planted and seeds that 

have not yet been planted; once planted even a single seed is significant. The Gemara further explains 
that there is a distinction in the obligatory volume based on what the item is going to be used for 
(planting vs. animal feed vs. fueling a fire vs. to help remember an accounting). 

 The Gemara describes the Tziporah Karamim, its habitat and what it was used for (it’s a type of locust) 
 The Gemara explains the machlokes between R’ Yehuda and the Tanna Kamma about the minimum size 

necessary for liability of a kosher vs. non-kosher and live vs. dead locust, explaining the general concern of 
possibly eating them. 
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